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WHEAT
Wheat started the week by opening lower in the overnight session and 
then slowly firming to end the day with small gains.  Early selling was tied to 
weather forecasts that are showing improving conditions with expectations 
that planters will be able to get back into fields in KS by midweek.  At this 
point, it is unlikely that all intended winter wheat acres will get seeded, as 
time is running out.  Reports that Alberta is only 47% harvested vs 82% 
average and that the crop is declining rapidly added to the strength.  In 
addition, strength spilled over from the other grains as both corn and 
soybeans put in stellar performances.  Argentina is reporting drier than 
preferred conditions, which has rekindled drought concerns.

In Tuesday’s session wheat opened lower overnight and proceeded to trade 
mixed throughout most of the session, only to slip lower into the close.  
Improving weather conditions which should allow for planting progress to 
resume in the Southern Plains and for harvest to gear back up in Canada 
were the main pressure points for wheat.  Light selling also spilled over from 
the lower corn and soybean complex.  But wheat was able to hold up better 
than the other grains on the expectations that demand for wheat will start 
to increase since Russia will soon likely need to slow down exports.  Light 
support also came from production concerns in Australia and Argentina 
due to dry conditions. 

Wheat had the biggest losses of the grains on Wednesday, closing 6 to 8 
cents lower on improving conditions for planting and a stronger US dollar.  
The 10-day forecast for the Southern Plains looks to be dry and favorable 
for winter wheat planting. Planting is currently at 65% complete vs. 67% 
average.  Japan’s weekly tender is for 127,688 MT of wheat from the US, 
Canada and Australia.  Ahead of Thursday’s export sales report, the trade 
expects wheat sales to be between 11 MB and 22 MB.  Ukraine has estimated 

their wheat crop at 25.0 MMT, lower than last year’s 26.1 MMT and USDA’s 
current estimate of 25.5 MMT.  USDA’s World Agricultural Outlook Board 
expects US wheat exports for 2018/19 to be at 27.9 MMT, up 3.4 MMT from 
last year’s 24.5 MMT.

On Thursday wheat spent the day on the lower side on spillover pressure 
from corn and soybeans and the stronger US dollar.  Wheat export sales 
were an unusual bright spot in the morning’s report.  Wheat sales at 17.5 
MB were in the range of trade estimates.  However, US wheat is still more 
expensive than Russian wheat and that is keeping US export pace slow.  That 
is evident in reports that in the first three months of this marketing year 
Russia exported 13.8 MMT of wheat, up 41% from last year.  Saskatchewan’s 
wheat harvest is 72% complete, up 7% from last week as harvest conditions 
are improving.

Support for Dec MW is at $5.40 while resistance is at $6.00.

Last week’s wheat export shipments pace was estimated at 16.6 MB and sales 
were at 17.5 MB.  After 19 weeks, wheat shipments were at 28% of USDA’s 
expectations (vs 43% last year), while sales were at 43% of expectations 
(vs 5-year average of 59%).  With 33 weeks left in wheat’s export marketing 
year, shipments need to average 22.4 MB and sales need to average 17.6 
MB to make USDA’s projection of 1.025 BB.

As of October 14, winter wheat planting is 65% completed vs 57% last week 
and 67% average.  Emergence is at 44% vs 30% last week and 41% average.

For the week, Dec MW was at $5.8875 down 7.25 cents, Dec Chicago was at 
$5.1475 down 2.5 cents, and Dec KC was at $5.1625 down 8 cents.



CORN
In Monday’s session corn opened lower overnight but slowly firmed 
as the session advanced.  By the start of the day session corn was 
posting gains and never really looked back.  Early pressure came 
from improving weather forecasts as warmer and drier weather 
is expected to move into the Midwest and Plains this week, which 
should allow for combines to return to the fields.  Light selling was 
also tied to last week’s export shipments estimate, which put last 
week’s shipments below expectations and at the second lowest level 
in the six weeks of this marketing year.  But corn was able to shake 
the early selling pressure and started to post a strong recovery 
once the day session started.  Harvest delays and thoughts that 
this corn production has likely seen its highest estimate helped 
give corn a boost.

On Tuesday corn opened lower in the overnight session and 
extended those losses throughout the day session.  Early selling 
was tied to improving weather forecasts as the rest of October 
looks like it should be warm and dry for much of the Corn Belt 
and Plains.  Losses were kept in check early in the session due to 
reports that harvest progress is not as advanced as expected, but 
still ahead of the 5-year average.  Brazilian officials are reporting 
planting progress at 46% complete vs 36% last week and 45% 
average.  What was interesting in Monday’s performance was oats.  
Oats traded to a new contract high, and the old saying, oats knows 
where corn goes, has traders thinking corn has some strength left 
in it.  But that strength could not overcome the expectations for 
good harvest progress this week and spill over pressure from the 
lower soybean complex.

Corn traded in a narrow range on either side of unchanged on 
Wednesday and ended the day 1 cent lower on dry forecasts that 
will help harvest progress.  Last week’s ethanol production was 
at 1,011,000 barrels per day, 29,000 barrels per day below the 
prior week and the lowest production in 25 weeks.  But despite 
the lower production, ethanol stocks were up 5 million gallons to 
1.013 billion gallons, the second highest weekly stocks on record.  
Ahead of Thursday’s export sales report, the trade expects corn 
sales to be between 31 MB and 51 MB.

Corn spent all of Thursday’s session on the lower side as harvest 

pressure and poor export sales weighed on the market.  Corn export 
sales were very disappointing and a marketing year low at just 15.1 
MB (traders had expected sales between 31 MB and 51 MB.  However, 
six weeks into the marketing year cumulative export sales are 232 MB 
ahead of last year’s pace.  Dec. corn fell below the 100-day moving 
average of $3.7175, which is a bearish indicator.  The EPA stated that 
the new E15 plan will be available for comment in Feb. 2019 and 
should be finalized by May 2019; it also appears that they do not need 
Congressional approval for the change.

Support for Dec corn is at $3.35 while resistance is at $3.75.

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was at 39.2 MB and sales 
were at 15.1 MB.  After 6 weeks, corn shipments were at 11% of USDA’s 
expectations (vs 6% last year), while sales are at 34% of expectations (vs 
5-year average of 32%).  With 46 weeks left in corn’s export marketing 
year, shipments need to average 48.0 MB and sales need to average 
35.8 MB to make USDA’s projection of 2.475 BB.

As of October 14, mature corn was estimated at 96% vs 93% last week, 
and 91% average.  Harvest is estimated at 39% complete vs 34% last 
week and 35% average.  Corn’s crop condition rating was unchanged 
at 68% g/e, 20% fair, and 12% p/vp.  Biggest changes: CO: -5%, MN: 
-2%, ND: -2%, WI: -2%.  

For the week, Dec corn was at $3.67 down 8.75 cents.
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans started the week by opening lower in the overnight session but 
then slowly pushed higher into the day session.  Gains then accelerated 
and soybeans closed with over 20 cent gains.  Overnight pressure was 
due to improving weather forecasts which are showing warmer and 
drier conditions for the rest of October.  But once strength from the 
soybean meal market spilled over into the soybeans, buyers started 
to emerge.  Production concerns due to expectations for lower yield 
estimates due to the recent heavy rains and snow, along with quality 
issues, helped push soybeans into double digit territory.  But the icing on 
the cake came from the export inspections estimate, which was sharply 
above expectations.  It also showed 135 TMT of soybeans going to China, 
which has many thinking the trade war is over (it’s not).  September’s 
NOPA crush report was also bullish at 160.78 MB vs expectations of 
157.4 MB, a new record for the month.

On Tuesday soybeans lost close to a third of Monday’s gains in a day of 
profit taking, closing about 7 cents lower.  Monday’s crop progress report 
showed soybean harvest progress running slightly ahead of average 
in the eastern Corn Belt and much below average in the western Corn 
Belt.  But this week’s dry weather should get harvest moving again.  
Brazil’s soybean planting progress is running at a record pace at 18% 
complete vs. 10% average.  The Parana region is 41% complete vs. 31% 
average and Mato Grosso is 30% complete vs. 13% average.  In trade 
news, Presidents Trump and Xi are reportedly planning to discuss the 
US/China trade war when they meet at the G20 summit at the end of 
November.

In Wednesday’s session soybeans were lower overnight, gained as 
much as 5 cents during the day session, but couldn’t hold those gains 
and closed just 1 cent higher.  Ahead of Thursday’s export sales report, 
trade estimates are for soybean sales to be between 22 MB and 37 MB.  
The latest South American long-range forecast state the odds of a dry 
summer for Argentina at 25% and Brazil at 30% to 33%.  China sold 
97,000 MT of the 101,000 MT of reserve soybeans offered at auction.  
The average price of $439.79 per tonne was $22 lower than last week. 
There is still no official confirmation of reports that President Trump and 
President Xi will meet at the G20 summit in Nov. to discuss trade issues.

Soybeans were lower overnight on harvest pressure and then dropped 
more throughout the day on Thursday after the export sales report 
was released.  Soybean export sales were very disappointing at only 

10.8 MB as traders expected sales to be between 22 MB and 37 MB.  Six 
weeks into this marketing year cumulative export sales are running 200 
MB below last year’s pace.  Export sales to China were just 320,000 bu. 
vs. 43.2 MB this week last year, which leads to thoughts that USDA will 
lower their export target in next month’s report.  Pricewise, US soybeans 
are competitive with Brazilian beans, even with the tariffs, but Chinese 
companies are reluctant to buy US beans on fears that authorities will 
find a reason to reject cargoes or increase the tariffs again.

Support for Nov soybeans is at $8.26 while resistance is at $9.27.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 42.5 MB 
and sales were at 10.8 MB.  After 6 weeks, soybean shipments were at 
8% of USDA’s expectations (vs 23% last year), while sales were at 37% of 
expectations (vs 5-year average of 55%).  With 46 weeks left in soybean’s 
export marketing year, shipments need to average 41.0 MB and sales 
need to average 28.1 MB to make USDA’s projection of 2.060 BB.

As of Oct. 14, soybean dropping leaves is at 95% vs. 91% last week and 
92% average.  Soybeans harvested is at 38% vs. 32% last week and 53% 
average.  Soybean’s crop condition rating dropped 2% to 66% g/e, 23% 
fair, and 11% p/vp.  Major changes by state: AR: -3%, IA: -5%, KS: -5%, 
MN: -2%, MO: -4%, NE: -2%, NC: +4%, ND: -7%, OH: -5%, SD: -2%, TN: 
-4%, and WI: -1%.

For the week, Nov soybeans were at $8.5675 down 10.75 cents.  Dec 
soybean meal was at $313.10 down $3.80.
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CATTLE
Cattle started Monday’s session lower with selling pressure spilling over 
from last week’s poor performance.  But the live cattle market was able to 
shake off selling pressure once the stock market turned stronger.  A stronger 
boxed beef market added support.  Expectations that packers are short 
bought and in need of product added to the strength.  Feeder cattle started 
the session off lower and looked like the trend was set.  But once the live 
cattle market firmed, feeders reluctantly followed.  Gains were limited by 
a stronger grain complex.

In Tuesday’s session cattle started steady to slightly lower but faded to end 
with losses in the front month and small gains in the deferred contracts.  
The lack of a cash trade pressured the front months.  The deferred contracts 
were supported by position squaring ahead of Friday’s COF report.  Boxed 
beef prices were higher.  Feeder cattle started the session steady to slightly 
higher but faded to end with losses across the board.  Early selling was tied 
to a lower fat cattle market.

Live and feeder cattle both ended Wednesday mixed, with the Oct. contract 
higher and the deferred contracts lower.  Boxed beef prices were also mixed 
today.  The morning’s FCE auction saw no sales on the 1,103 head offered.  
Cash trade has been sluggish with a few bids at $111.  Ahead of Friday’s 
Cattle on Feed report, trade estimates are: On Feed: 106%, Placements: 
100%, and Marketing: 97%.

Live cattle ended Thursday with small losses.  The Oct. live cattle contract 
expires a week from today and currently has a $2.875 premium to the cash 
market.  Boxed beef prices were higher today.  Feeder cattle closed mixed 

with the Nov. and Jan. contracts higher and the deferred contracts lower.  China 
has reported a case of foot and mouth disease from cattle being imported 
from Inner Mongolia.  Sources say the issue has been contained.

The Cattle on Feed report was released after the markets closed on Friday.  
The report was friendly live cattle and bullish feeder cattle.  On feed was 
105% of last year (106% expected).  Placements were 95% of last year (100% 
expected).  Marketings were 96% of last year (97% expected).

As of October 14, pasture and range conditions were estimated at 49% g/e, 
30% fair, and 21% p/vp, an increase of 1% from last week.  

For the week, December live cattle was at $116.775 up 60 cents while November 
feeders were at $154.10 down 52.5 cents.
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola started Monday’s session sloppy but once the US soybean 
complex started to rally, so did the canola.  Harvest delays due to 
the cold, wet, and snowy conditions added to the strength.  Quality 
concerns are starting to creep into the market as well as what is left 
to harvest is not going to be of good quality.

But on Tuesday canola erased all of Monday’s gains, closing lower 
on the lower soybean market and the stronger Canadian dollar.  
Improving weather conditions and reports that harvested has 
started up again in Alberta and Saskatchewan also weighed on 
the market.  Canadian farmers delivered 584,100 MT of canola 
to elevators in the first week of October.  This marked the largest 
weekly deliveries in over a year.

Canola bounced back on Wednesday and recovered some of 
Tuesday’s losses to close $2.20 higher.  The higher soybean market 
and weaker Canadian dollar led to the gains.  Gains were limited 
by improving weather conditions in Western Canada that will allow 

good progress for harvest.

Canola closed lower on Thursday, following the sharply lower 
soybean market.  Harvest pressure also weighed on values as 
forecasts are for warmer and drier weather across the Canadian 
Prairies.  Saskatchewan’s canola crop is 67% harvested as of 
Monday, well behind the average pace.  In sunflower news, Manitoba 
produces the majority of Canada’s sunflowers and early indications 
are yields will be higher than Stats Canada’s estimate.

Thursday’s cash canola bids in Velva were at $15.80 and cash 
sunflower bids in Fargo were at $17.35.

As of Oct 14, ND’s sunflower bracts turning brown was at 97% vs 
91% last week.  ND’s sunflower crop condition rating improved 3% 
to 62% g/e, 30% fair and 8% p/vp.  Nationally, harvest was at 10% 
complete vs. 6% last year and 15% average.

For the week, Nov canola was unchanged at $494.70.

RECOMMENDATIONS
2017 Corn 2017 Soybeans 2017 Wheat

15% $3.95 4/13/17 10% $10.15 11/22/16 15% $5.65 5/1/17

10% $4.05 6/7/17          25% $9.93 10/12/17 10% $6.05 6/7/17

25% $3.64 2/7/18 40% $10.20 12/6/17 10% $6.35 6/14/17

15% $4.05 5/1/18 15% $10.35 2/21/18 15% $6.48 5/29/18

20% $4.23 5/29/19 25% $6.30 8/9/18

85% 90% 75%

2018 Corn 2018 Soybeans 2018 Wheat

15% $3.94 2/7/18 15% $10.19 12/6/17 25% $6.48 5/29/18

15% $4.06 3/6/18 15% $10.30 2/21/18 25% $6.45 8/9/18

10% $4.19 5/1/18 15% $10.44 3/6/18

10% $4.23 5/29/18 15% $10.47 5/29/18

15% $4.01 8/9/18

65% 60% 50 %

2019 Corn 2019 Soybeans 2019 Wheat

15% $4.10 8/9/18 15% $6.55 8/9/18

15% 15%
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CROP INSURANCE

Revenue Protection Harvest Price Tracking:

The following official harvest prices have been released:

Crop	 	 Base	Price	 Official	Harvest	Price

Barley  $3.28  $3.03  (7.6% price drop)

Canola  $0.184  $0.172 (6.5% price drop)

Wheat, Durum $7.11  $6.71  (5.6% price drop)

Wheat, Spring $6.31  $5.95  (5.7% price drop)

Since the harvest price is lower than the base price, you could be 
over your bushel guarantee and still qualify for a claim.  

October	25	 is	 the	deadline	 to	 report	a	 revenue	claim	 for	
wheat	or	barley.

October is the discovery month for corn, soybean, and sunflower 
harvest prices.    As of Oct. 18, the estimated harvest prices are:

Crop	 	 Base	Price	 Estimated	Harvest	Price

Corn  $3.96  $3.69 (6.8% price drop)

Soybeans $10.16  $8.68 (14.6% price drop)

Conft. Snflr. $0.237  $0.219 (7.6% price drop)

Oil Snflr.  $0.175  $0.157 (10.3% price drop)

FSA	Farm	Aid	Package	Reminder:

Make sure that the production you report to FSA for the Market 
Facilitation Program matches the production you report to crop 
insurance.  

FSA and crop insurance share data and this would be easy data 
to cross check and audit.

@MartinsonAg

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of Martinson Ag Risk Management LLC. and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by Martinson Ag Risk Management’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you 
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OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE 

MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated 

historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that Martinson Ag Risk Management believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 

upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.

NEW:	Penalties	for	Overreporting	Production

Beginning with the production harvested in the 2018 crop year, 
changes have been made to RMA’s procedure for correcting APH 
yields during an audit.

If your yield is overreported by 5% or more, assigned yields will 
be applied to your APH.  The assigned yield is 75% of your prior 
year’s approved yield.  The assigned yield will remain in your APH 
until it falls off your database (minimum of 10 years).

There is no penalty for underreporting.

RMA has also clarified that if you have records to back up your 
original reported production, your yield will be corrected but 
assigned yields will not be applied.

These records could be weight tickets from grain carts, load logs 
or combine monitor records.

If you are estimating yields, you are better off to underreport than 
overreport.  Underreported yields can be corrected the following 
crop year with scale tickets as documentation.

End	of	Insurance	Dates:

A notice of loss must be filed no later than 15 days after the end 
of the insurance period.  The end of the insurance period is the 
earlier of:

• Total destruction of the unit

• Abandonment

• Harvest of the unit

• The calendar date for the end of the insurance period

End of insurance calendar dates:

• Oct. 31 - Dry beans, barley, wheat, flax, rye, canola

• Nov. 15 - Sugar beets

• Nov. 30 - Sunflowers

• Dec. 10 - Corn and soybeans

@Martinson_Ag
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